Artificial intelligence is penetrating most of the classification and recognition tasks performed by a computer. This work proposes to classify flower images based on features extracted during segmentation and after segmentation using multiple layered neural networks. The segmentation models used are watershed, wavelet, wavelet fusion model, supervised active contours based on shape, color and Local binary pattern textures and color, fused textures based active contours. Multi-dimension feature vectors are constructed from these segmented results for each indexed flower image labelled with their name. Each feature becomes input to a neuron in various feature layers and error back propagation algorithm with convex optimization structure trains these multiple feature layers. Testing with different flower images sets from multiple sources resulted in average classification accuracy of 92% for shape, color and texture supervised active contour segmented flower images.
Introduction
Image classification is a vibrant area of research in image understanding and computer vision. Abundant classifiers have been proposed in literature for different applications. In this paper, we propose to use some of these models of segmentation, feature extraction and classification on flower images. Flowers are a complete natural representation of color, texture and shape features processed under the sun. Flower images are captured with different variations in cameras, angles and lighting conditions. Segmenting for flower extraction and classifying the images is a challenging task. In our previous works [1] [2] [3] , we have segmented the flower images successfully using watershed (WF), marker controlled watershed (MCWF), wavelets (HWF), canny (CF), canny -watershed fusion (CWFF), active contours with shape, color, texture priors (ACSCTF) and fused color -texture featured active contours (ACTFCF). In this work, we propose to use these segmented flower images and extract features for classification using multi layered artificial neural networks. The proposed features are Zernike moments (ZM), Hu moments (HM), Haar shape features (HSF), Local Binary pattern (LBPTF) features and their combinations. Natural images are difficult to segment using traditional image processing techniques. They contain a wide variety of colors, textures and shapes tightly binding with each other. A distinct boundary or region labelling becomes a challenging task [4] for segmentation algorithms [5] . Advanced image segmentation algorithms depend on color, shape and texture descriptors during problem assignment [6] . Natural image segmentation has long focused on texture features for dividing image into texture regions. All the methods in literature suffer in two aspects: (1) segmentation approach and (2) texture feature selection. The segmentation algorithm quality is measured based on these two problems. The texture feature alone will not represent image regions accurately in natural flower images. Color is a feature that can affect the segmentation process in along with texture [7] . Extracting color features for image region description is considered a complex problem on different color planes. Research shows different color models represent image regions with unique color information for better segmentation [8] . Natural images are rich in color and texture information with high pixel density. Segmenting regions from these images in considered a complicated task in image processing. In this work, we focus on flower image segmentation from images captured using a digital camera. The flower images captured are imperfect in accepts such as brightness, contrast, flower capturing distance, flower capturing angle, number of flowers, size of flower and background. The segmentation problem should also handle the above problems apart from extracting flower. A set of experiments are designed to test the proposed model on benchmark flower dataset from oxford university [8] . A similar dataset on the lines of [8] is created by us to test the proposed model. There are 102 class models of flower images in [8] - [11] and 30 class models in our own dataset making a total of 132 classes. The proposed model is tested on all 132 classes of flowers to gauge the performance of the multi layered neural network classifier. We test the algorithm against 3 different layered ANN's with 3 different sets of features.
Literature Review
In [9] , a standard visual vocabulary of flower species is created as images in multiple variations under a single flower name as label. The dataset is named as Oxford University flower dataset (OUFD) and on the similar lines we have created a flower dataset named as KL University Flower Dataset (KUFD). The OUFD consists of 102 species of flower and KUFD has 32 species of flowers respectively. The first process in the flower classification problem focuses on image segmentation. In [10] and [11] , the authors use a supervised model based flower textures with graph cuts to extract flower content. This process models textures of flower as patch models and the model guides the graph cuts algorithm to initiate the minimum cut at the texture maximum locations in the flower image. The authors in [12] use color clustering and shape features to perform region of interest (ROI) based flower image retrieval. The color clustering is achieved using color histogram based features. Shape feature set is defined based on centroid contour distance (CCD) and Angle Code Histogram (ACH) characterizing the flower contours. They have tested the algorithm on 885 flower images from 14 species. A completely unsupervised model is proposed in [13] with simple color based thresholding. RGB color space is converted into Lab color space and OTSU thresholding is performed on all threecolor spaces. The best thresholded flower image is selected which is close to ground truth image. The authors claim that their model is faster compared to [10] . In [14] , authors use a foreground background model based on Laplacian propagation algorithm computing confidence values of the pixels belonging to foreground or background. The segmentation is tested on 578 flower species with 250000 images and 102 flower species of OUFD with stable segmentation results. The results in [15] are based on the contour matching algorithm of both flower and leaf images. The results are not very encouraging. The authors in [16] uses an interactive flower segmentation model based on color and shape features. The user must draw a bounding box on the location of flower and the segmentation algorithm uses a flower boundary tracing algorithms extracts the flower regions more accurately. Experiments were conducted on OUFD and results show a near accurate boundary detection on a large set of images. A large set of features such as color, texture and shapes of flowers is used to classify flower images in [17] . The spatial distribution of features is then classified with support vector machine (SVM) classifier. The testing is initiated on Caltech 101/256 dataset with single feature and multiple feature kernels and found an improvement from 55.1% for single feature to 72.8% for multiple features. Gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) and gabor texture features are combined from a dataset 1250 flower images and classified with KNN classifier in [18] . The flower images are extracted from the internet flower image search. In [19] , color and shape features are modelled as a twostep segmentation process. The model is immune to viewpoint changes and petal deformations across different flower classes. The segmentation is produced with Markova random fields (MRF) cost function optimization. Color image segmentation is used to monitor flower growth in nature with image processing [20] . Flower images used are Lesquerella flowers for oil production. HSI color model with Monte Carlo approach is used for image segmentation. In [21] rose curve based interactive computer visual segmentation model is used effectively for flower classification. Mobile applications are also proposed with android applications for flower classification. Mobile based flower recognition with Difference Image Entropy (DIE) and contour features of the flower from the original flower images. The average recognition is 95% with an average run time 9033ms on mobile platforms [22] . In [23] , Neural networks are employed on texture features to classify 1800 flower images on 30 varieties. A content based image retrieval system to characterized flower images efficiently. ANN with backpropagation is used as a classifier effectively to recognize flower species. In this work, we propose to use a multiple segmentation models with multiple features on a ANN classifier [24] [25] . Here we use watershed (WF), marker controlled watershed (MCWF), wavelets (HWF), canny (CF), canny -watershed fusion (CWFF), active contours with shape, color, texture priors (ACSCTF) and fused color -texture featured active contours (ACTFCF). In this work, we propose to use these segmented flower images and extract features for classification using multi layered artificial neural networks. The proposed features are Zernike moments (ZM), Hu moments (HM), Haar shape features (HSF), Local Binary pattern (LBPTF) features and their combinations. ANN multi-layer backpropagation training and testing algorithm is used on 102 OUFD classes and 32 KUFD flower datasets. The algorithms are compared for accuracy and recall efficiency.
Methodology
The proposed methodology involves, flower image segmentation models, feature extractions and classifier. 
Flower image segmentation models
Seven segmentation algorithms based on gradient models, color, texture and shape features with active contours are proposed for flower image segmentation. The flower datasets used are shown in fig.1 and fig.2 . Fig.1 shows dataset images from OUFD and fig.2 . are from KUFD. The flower image segmentation algorithms are discussed exclusively in our previous works at [1] - [3] . Here we present a brief overview of two methods based on the results obtained during segmentation. Active contour models are presented from our previous literature in this work. The latest model is based on the color, multi texture fusion model with level set formulation is discussed in this work exclusively. 
Fused color -texture featured active contours (ACTFCF)
The flow chart for the flower segmentation process is shown in fig.3 . Here we propose to use two kinds of colored texture features of the flower image representing distinct texture representations. Color covariance matrix (CLCM) represents colored textures using a probability matrix of co-occurring pixels in RGB planes [26] . It represents the random variations in pixel values to measure texture parameters in 4 directions. In color gabor texture (CGT), the image is model in frequency and orientations with Gaussian kernels. CLCM represents a texture existence and CGT represents texture regularity. Both are necessary for flower identification in human visual system(HSV) along with flower color. Color information is embedded in RGB planes and we calculate texture features on each color plane. Apply principle component analysis max fusion on CLCM and CGT features and develop a complete color and texture representation of flower object. A global convex energy minimization framework using the fused colored texture flower object is proposed to segment flower from natural unconstrainted photos. More than 16 statistical parameters are defined in [27] and the list is increasing. For generating color co-occurrence probability matrix, we use the same procedure as GLCM on all RGB color planes computed as
In this paper, we use 4 pixel distances in 4 different orientations 
The smaller distances capture local information and larger distances capture distinct textures. For each value of d and  we build co -occurrence matrices and use them to calculate the structural statistics. In this work, we calculated 14 parameters. However, for the flower image set chosen [7] , only 5 parameters found to useful. They are: contrast, energy, entropy, homogeneity and correlation. A 2D gabor filter [28] is a Gaussian kernel modulated with sinusoidal plane wave represented as
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Where,  is Gaussian variance,  is filter angle,  is frequency and  is phase shift.   
The symbol  is a convolution operator. The parameter
represent gabor texture features of the flower image. To make Gabor texture as a color gabor texture (CGT), we apply the convolution operator on the 3 planes of the image. The process is defined as
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This filter configuration covers the entire spatial -frequency plane where every pixel responds to every filter. To make a distinct texture feature a linear feature combiner is used [29] . Principle component analysis based linear combiner is espoused. The 20D CLCM and 5D CGT are PCA fused with a decision on higher frequency components of gabor components defined as
For each feature vector f . The linear combination of principle components for each dimension are combined using the expression
In [29] , a 25 D fused texture feature is constructed to represent all the frequency components in the texture feature. In this work a linear operator in eq'n 13 combines all the 25 D texture feature into single texture descriptor of size     3
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. This fused color texture feature is used as supervised input to a convex energy minimization active contour framework.
The colored texture invariance of the prior textures is moved by
where C defines RGB color planes. The curve evolution expression is obtained by applying Euler Lagrange eq'n, the colored texture level set evolution expression is 
The above equation is simulated first on the synthetic texture images and then a set of experiments are designed using benchmark flower datasets and our dataset using the above colored texture fused driven level set segmentation model. The delta function is    and eq'n 9 is updated iteratively as 
Where nm M and  nm represent magnitude and phase, respectively. In (12) the magnitude remains constant while the image rotates, whereas the phase changes with image rotation. Hence, most of the applications use ZM magnitude as a feature vector for pattern classification. In this work, we propose to ZM magnitude on 2D shape point cloud as invariant feature representing the small variations in camera movement that occur during flower image capture in natural environments. To represent changes in the flower image dimensions which happen non-linearly, we propose to use a nonlinear function defined over geometric moments.
Hu Moments
Hu moments in [31] 
These 7 moments are calculated for every hand shape in the frame.
Local Binary Pattern Features
LBP compares each pixel in a pre-defined neighbourhood to summarize the local structure of the image. For an image pixel 
Haar Wavelet Features -Global Shape Descriptor
The objective at this stage is to represent flower shape with a set of wavelet coefficients. Here we propose to use Haar wavelet at level 1. At level 1, Haar wavelet decomposes the video frame 
ANN Classifier
The details of ANN with back propagation algorithm are listed in our previous work at [32] and the models used for coding are considered from [33] and [34] . Further we also study the usefulness of multilayer feed forward ANN's with more than 5 layers along with their performance analysis on sign classifications. A system that can handle large data matrices is the feed-forward ANN [31] .
The dimensionally reduced feature matrix neurons in the input layer and 102 neurons in the output layers in addition to 156 neurons in the hidden layers. This NN object can handle 102 input images and classify them into 102 signs.
Experimentation and Results
Two experiments were designed to test the robustness of the proposed segmentation models and the corresponding extracted features. The first experiment answers the question related to which flower segmentation algorithm performs well with the proposed ANN classifier. The second experiment focus on using a single feature or bag of features at the input of the classifier for flower classification. We use three performance evaluators for validating the results. They are accuracy -recall curves and accuracy rate per flower class. For a strong hypothesis H resulted from ANN training and testing for an input feature i f on a trained distribution
The following metrics in [38] [39] [40] are
Experiment -1: For segmentation models
In exp-1, we use 7 segmentation models for the flower dataset in [7] . They are watershed (WF), marker controlled watershed (MCWF), wavelets (HWF), canny (CF), canny -watershed fusion (CWFF) [1] , [2] , active contours with shape, color, texture priors (ACSCTF) [3] and fused color -texture featured active contours (ACTFCF) is proposed in this work. The flower dataset consists of 102 classes with multiple instances of those classes. Each flower class has multiple flower images varying from numbers 10 to 20. For training the ANN we have initiated 5 flower images per class. The training vectors change from feature to feature. Table 1 gives the size of training vectors generated from a single feature vector. The reaming flowers in the class models are used for testing. The target matrix is a binary labelled matrix which is characterized by flower class names. The segmentation results from active contours with shape, color, texture priors (ACSCTF) [3] and fused colortexture featured active contours (ACTFCF) are shown in figures 6 and 7 respectively. The training process requires a set of examples of appropriate network behaviour, network inputs, and target outputs. During training, the weights and biases of the network were iteratively adjusted to minimize the network performance function, the mean squared error (MSE) in the case of feed-forward networks.
The network was trained with 102×5 samples for 102 flower class images under different conditions for a segmentation algorithm with 4 features separately. A total of 8695 epochs were exercised for training for the segmentation algorithm discussed in this work with mixed features. The system was tested with 5 flower images that were previously unseen by the network in the testing phase. During the testing phase, the network was tested more than once. The MSE tolerance was fixed at 0.0001 for sample training. The learning rate and momentum factor were selected as 0.25 and 0.9, respectively. The hidden and output neurons were activated using a hyperbolic tangential sigmoid transfer function. A graph of the MSE against the epoch was plotted in fig.8 . The more the training vector the better is the recognition and recall. During testing a different set of images are from a class are segmented, feature extracted and are given as input to the trained network. Testing results of each feature with proposed segmentations on separately feature trained ANN's is represented using accuracy curves. Accuracy gives the performance of the classifier is correctly recognizing the flower class. Fig.9 shows the classification accuracies computed after each testing of the ANN's. Segmentation algorithms ACSCTF and ACTFCF with preinformation such as color, texture and shape has shown high levels of accuracy with all sets of features. On the features size, LBPTF features, which preserve the local information have provided better recognition accuracies with HSF coming second. For the ACSCTF, active contour model with color, shape and texture features the recognition accuracies for all classes of flowers is around 0.92. The texture fusion segmentation algorithms also produced good accuracies averaged around 0.9. Remaining segmentation models have mixed results with recognition accuracies around 0.6. As the current research shows that multiple features can produce better accuracies compared to single feature models, we tested an all mixed feature model in the second experiment. This exp-2 gives exactly which segmentation model is better for segmenting flowers in natural images. The 199-feature vector is built with all 4 features per segmented flower across 102 classes in the oxford flower dataset in [7] . Fig.11 shows the accuracy plots of all 7 segmentation algorithms with mixed features. The ANN's designed for this task took more epochs for training as given in table-2. To validate the results in exp-2, accuracy -recall curves are plotted in fig.12 for the following 7 segmentation models. The plots show ACSCTF and ACTFCF flower segmentation models perform better compared to other 5 segmentation algorithms. The algorithms almost produced 100% recall on most of the flower classes. The failure rate in multi feature model is around 5% for the two best segmentation algorithms. For other models the average failure rate is around 25-30%. We observed that, supervised segmentation algorithms performed better compared to unsupervised algorithms in segmentation of natural flower images. Similarly, multi feature combinations produced more accurate recognitions compared to single feature models. However, we obtained similar outcomes on KLU flower datasets and hence the results are same with a tolerance of 0.01% per flower class.
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